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Communication Limits Due to Photon-Detector Jitter
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California

A theoretical and experimental study
was conducted of the limit imposed by
photon-detector jitter on the capacity of
a pulse-position-modulated optical com-
munication system in which the receiver
operates in a photon-counting (weak-sig-
nal) regime. Photon-detector jitter is a
random delay between impingement of
a photon and generation of an electrical
pulse by the detector.

In the study, jitter statistics were com-
puted from jitter measurements made
on several photon detectors. The proba-

bility density of jitter was mathematically
modeled by use of a weighted sum of
Gaussian functions. Parameters of the
model were adjusted to fit histograms
representing the measured-jitter statis-
tics. Likelihoods of assigning detector-
output pulses to correct pulse time slots
in the presence of jitter were derived
and used to compute channel capacities
and corresponding losses due to jitter.

It was found that the loss, expressed
as the ratio between the signal power
needed to achieve a specified capacity

in the presence of jitter and that needed
to obtain the same capacity in the ab-
sence of jitter, is well approximated as a
quadratic function of the standard devi-
ation of the jitter in units of pulse-time-
slot duration.

This work was done by Bruce E. Moision
and William H. Farr of Caltech for NASA’s Jet
Propulsion Laboratory. For more information,
contact iaoffice@jpl.nasa.gov. 
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hancement mode devices at these ele-
vated temperatures and the use of con-
ventional direct coupled and buffered
direct coupled logic gate design tech-
niques is impossible.

The presented logic gate design is tol-
erant of device parameter distributions
and is not hampered by the lack of com-
plementary devices or dropping diodes.
In addition to n-channel JFETs, these
gates include level-shifting and load re-

sistors (see figure). Instead of relying on
precise matching of parameters among
individual JFETS, these designs rely on
choosing the values of these resistors
and of supply potentials so as to make
the circuits perform the desired func-
tions throughout the ranges over which
the parameters of the JFETs are distrib-
uted. The supply rails Vdd and Vss and
the resistors R are chosen as functions
of the distribution of direct-current op-

erating parameters of the group of tran-
sistors used.

This work was done by Michael J. Kra-
sowski of Glenn Research Center. Further in-
formation is contained in a TSP (see page 1).

Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed
to NASA Glenn Research Center, Innovative
Partnerships Office, Attn: Steve Fedor, Mail
Stop 4–8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Cleve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-18256-1.

Improved Short-Circuit Protection for Power Cells in Series
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, Houston, Texas

A scheme for protection against short
circuits has been devised for series
strings of lithium electrochemical cells
that contain built-in short-circuit protec-
tion devices, which go into a high-resist-
ance, current-limiting state when heated
by excessive current. If cells are simply
connected in a long series string to ob-
tain a high voltage and a short circuit oc-
curs, whichever short-circuit protection
device trips first is exposed to nearly the
full string voltage, which, typically, is

large enough to damage the device. De-
pending on the specific cell design, the
damage can defeat the protective func-
tion, cause a dangerous internal short
circuit in the affected cell, and/or cas-
cade to other cells. 

In the present scheme, reverse
diodes rated at a suitably high current
are connected across short series sub-
strings, the lengths of which are chosen
so that when a short-circuit protection
device is tripped, the voltage across it

does not exceed its rated voltage. This
scheme preserves the resetting proper-
ties of the protective devices. It pro-
vides for bypassing of cells that fail
open and limits cell reversal, though
not as well as does the more-expensive
scheme of connecting a diode across
every cell.

This work was done by Francis Davies of
Hernandez Engineering Inc. for Johnson
Space Center. Further information is con-
tained in a TSP (see page 1). MSC-23446-1


